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0 Preface 
 
 
 
The Implementation Lab in Odessa is the fifth in a series of the project called Cooperative Urban Planning 
Approaches (CUPA). As part of the Co-operative Urban Planning Approaches (CUPA) project, partner cities 
organize a series of workshops to discuss specific urban planning problems. These workshops intend to provide 
participants with an opportunity to analyze these problems in a structured manner and develop appropriate 
solutions. The methodology and structure to be used is derived from the INTERREG IIIc project MILUnet 
(Multifunctional and Intensive Land Use network).  
  
The CUPA project was initiated by the Municipal Department 21 B - District Planning and Land use and the 
Municipal Department 27 EU Strategy and Economic Development of the City of Vienna. These two Municipal 
Departments worked closely with the TINAVIENNA Urban Technologies and Strategies GmbH and have 
embedded this initiative in the DonauHanse network, to the aims of which it also intends to contribute.  
In terms of the strategy for sharing Vienna’s Urban Technologies with other cities, this project covers the area of 
city development and planning. The project makes use of the expertise of Vienna City Departments in the 
workshops and organization. 
 
The project results will be well publicized, thus providing wide knowledge of the project in cities and countries 
facing similar problems and showcasing technical expertise and know-how. 
 
Workshop partner cities: 

0 Vienna, Austria 
1 Bratislava, Slovakia 
2 Lviv, Ukraine  
3 Krakow, Poland 
4 Novi Sad, Serbia  
5 Lublin Poland 
6 Odessa, Ukraine 
7 Zagreb Croatia  

 
To create comparability and develop a common body of knowledge, the workshops follow a standardized 
structure. Each workshop lasts 3 days and has approximately 25 participants. The participants include 1-2 experts 
from each of the cities participating in the project and 50% local experts from the city in which the workshop is 
being held. 
 
In the workshop preparation phase each city prepares an analysis of the specific problem area to be discussed in 
their workshop, and distributes this information (as well as additional supporting documentation) to the other 
participating cities in advance.  
 
The International Intervision Institute is invited to assist the Viennese initiating departments with the organisation, 
facilitation and reporting of the Implementation Lab’s results, drawing on the expertise that was developed in the 
EU Interreg IIIc project MILUnet. 
 
Typical Workshop Agenda 
 
Day 1: Site visit, lecture(s) from expert(s) on topics relevant to the issue being discussed in the workshop (e.g. 
best practices, bad practices, basic themes, etc.). 
 
Day 2: Implementation Labs (IL): these consist of 2 - 4 small groups with 5 - 10 persons per group. The small 
groups will exchange observations and suggestions in terms of: identity, connections, critical mass, marketing, 



 

 

human scale, promotion and marketing, process. Each group will be led by a facilitator who will be responsible for 
moderating the discussion and keeping it on track.  
Each working group will consider the problems in terms of the workshop objectives and then will formulate 
suggestions for improvement. During the day these suggestions will be clustered and refined by the group and 
linked to suggestions developed by the other groups. This process will lead to the formation of a well-focused set 
of tasks to work on in the last round. 
 
Day 3: On the third day the groups will develop recommendations for local decision-makers based on the tasks 
identified in Day 2 and prepare a summary presentation of these recommendations. The summary presentation 
will outline the workshop recommendations and be targeted to decision-makers. Local media (e.g. newspapers, 
television) will be invited to attend the summary presentation. 
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1 Introduction 
 
 
The intention of the preparatory visit that was made on 27 and 28 of August 2012 was to select the areas which 
were representative for the problems the City of Odessa has with the management and maintenance of its parks. 
 
The area selected for the CUPA Implementation Lab are the Shevchenko Park situated near the coast also the 
site of the most important football stadium and the Dendro Park Pobedi also called Victory Park because of its 
references to the war against - and the vicory over national socialism in the second world war at the mayor 
entrances. 
 
Questions, amongst others, are: 

 What kind of functions can be given to the Odessa parks that may become new attractions for developers 

and city residents? 

 How will redevelopment of the park area influence the society in terms of sociological, economic and 

cultural aspects? 

 How to make the most out of the parks in terms of sports, recreational facilities, leisure, etc.? 

 How could the parks be maintained without use of additional budget of the City of Odessa? 

 How could development at the edges of the parks look like and how could this development have an 

influence of the renewal of the parks? 

 Is there a necessity to embed the parks better into the urban fabric to enhance the attractiveness? 

 
However the overarching concern of the municipal departments that suffer heavily on lack of budget was  
 
How to diminish the burden of maintenance of the Odessa Parks in the short and long term.  
The Odessa Implementation Lab came to observations and suggestions, after having studied the study case 
dossier intensively and after having received the input of the source persons that presented their views on the 
study case and after having visited the area by bus and on foot. All this enabled the participating international 
practitioners from seven different nationalities to develop their own judgement on the problem statement as put 
forward by the host. 
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2 The Implementation Lab Programme 
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Day 0  
 

The day before the beginning of the workshop all international participants were given the opportunity to meet and 

join in an informal gathering after a guided tour ending in a restaurant Ukrainskaya, that served traditional 

Ukrainian food and offered all participants a very enjoyable informal dinner.  

 

Day 1 Wednesday 3 October 2012  
 

09.00 Official welcome by the Mayor of Odessa Mr. Kostusev and the Dean of the University of the City 

of Odessa, President of the Odessa State Academy of Civil Engineering and Architecture Mr. 

Vitaly Dorofeyev 

09.15 General introduction to the programme and introduction of participants by drs Huibert A. Haccoû 

chair - and Volkmar Pamer, facilitator of the CUPA Implementation. 

09.30 Introduction of the CUPA programme and its ambitions by Mr. Markus McDowell of TINA VIENNA. 

09.45 Introduction to the study case area by Mrs. Svetlana Kostenko Park project manager Formulation 

of the problem statement and short discussion. 

10.45 Reference cases: presentations from the in CUPA participating cities and park and landscape 

experts. Mr. Hannes Batik Vienna Parks, Mr. Rob de Waard New York Parks, Mrs. Martina 

Jakovcic cases from Zagreb, Mrs. Anna Manabib cases form Lviv, Mrs. Karolina Krosnicka cases 

from Gdynia; Mrs. Nora Lelkes Parks of Budapest, Mrs. Femke Haccoû Amsterdam Parks 

policies. 

13.00 Take away lunch during the bus ride to the sites under study. 

14.00 Site visit to the study case areas the Dendro Pobedi / Victory Park and the Shevchenko Park 

guided by source persons from Odessa departments.  

18.00 Dinner in the Amusement Park restaurant bordering the Shevchenko Park  

21.30 End of day 1. 

 

Day 2 Thursday 4 October 2012 

 

08.30 Introduction and Q&A; 

 Plenary assessment of the problem statement and (re)formulation of the problem statement 

formation of two subgroups  

10.30 Coffee break 

11.00 Working sessions subgroups starting with Observations 

12.30 Lunch at the City Odessa Hall  

14.00 Working sessions continued with Suggestions. 

16.00 Working session focusing on Recommendations  

17.30 Intermezzo: Guided tour in the newly restored Opera House. 
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19.30 Dinner in the Aracadia beach restaurant  

21.30 End of day 2 

Day 3 Friday 5 October 2012 

 

08.30 Working groups exchange and finalize their recommendations  

09.00 Preparation of the presentations of the Recommendations 

11.00 Presentation of the recommendations and discussion in the presence of the Deputy Mayor Mr. 

Nikolay Ilchenko and the director of the Architectural Institute of the Odessa State of the Academy 

of Construction and Architecture. Mr. Valerii Ureniov and representatives of the press. 

13.30 End of programme 
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Workshop format 
 
As the programme shows, an Implementation Lab consists of a reference seminar (day 1), study visit (day 1), 
Implementation Lab(oratory) (day 2) and policy recommendation meeting (day 2 and 3).  
 
Each Implementation Lab workshop is the result of carefully co-ordinated efforts between the host organisation 
and the management of CUPA (City of Vienna) together with the International Intervision Institute (III). 
Core of the three days workshop about the development of the study case is the Implementation Lab itself; a 
series of interactive sessions in which stakeholders of the host city work together on the spot, with the CUPA 
partners and experts. To maximize interactivity, the IL’s are typically organised as open panel discussions 
involving planners from the host city/region.  
Main purpose of an Implementation Lab is to investigate as a group, both new and persistent urban/regional 
problems as they relate to - intended - land use. It is the intention that each workshop leaves both participants and 
hosts with new insights as well as shared learning experiences. Each workshop aims at providing the host useful 
and practical suggestions and recommendations on dealing with the problem case(s) discussed.  
 
With all the inputs of the first day, participants are invited to brainstorm according to the format of the 
Implementation Lab, in two subgroups. In the case of Odessa one group was focusing on the Shevchenko Park 
and another subgroup was dealing with the what and how questions regarding Dendro Park Pobedi / Victory Park. 
 
First, the subgroups work on common observations regarding their area. This created the bases for the second 
round of brainstorm sessions that generated suggestions for the area development. To provide the subgroups a 
common frame of reference six considerations were proposed as a structure for the brainstorm session. 
 
These six issues considered are: 

 Quality and identity: Does the project area have its own identity, socially, functionally and visually? How 
can this be enhanced? How can a living-green life style be supported? Is there local aspiration that we 
can build on? 

 Critical Mass: Does the site have enough development, infrastructure and resident population to maintain 
a coherent community or support a desired mix of amenities with sufficient carrying capacity?  

 Connectivity: What link does each site have with its surrounding natural and man - made environment? 
Can these connections be enhanced? 

 Human scale: Do the existing developments relate in scale and proportion to diverse human scale 
activities such as, walking, biking, congregation, social interaction? Does the scale and relationships of 
public spaces support and attract their use?  

 Promotion and marketing: How are existing uses promoted? How effective are these efforts and what 
types of promotion would be useful, necessary of possible to improve a better sense of place? 

 Process architecture: In developing a spatial development strategy, when should stakeholders be 
involved and how? What are the various interests and interdependencies between stakeholders? How do 
we handle opposing interests? How do we organise an effective planning and implementation process? 

 
After these brainstorm session the participants were invited to focus on the development of recommendations and 
present these preferably in visualised form.  
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The format can be summarized by the following matrix 

Considerations/ Areas of concern

Recommen-
dations

Suggestions

Observations

ProcessP&MHuman 
scale

ConnectionsCritical 
Mass

Identity
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3 Questions and answers clarifying the problem statement  
 

 
 

The case study areas and their context 
 
Odessa is situated in southern part of the Ukraine in the west bordering Moldavia and Romania. The city of 
Odessa itself is situated on the banks of the Odessa Gulf of the Black Sea. 
Being a major industrial, cultural, scientific and touristic centre, Odessa has the largest port of the Ukraine. The 
main branches of industry are: oil refinery, machine building, metal, food, timber, agriculture and chemical 
industries. The dominant industry however is transport for all modalities, shipping rail transport and road transport. 
With a population of over 1 million people, Odessa is a multi-ethnic city. The population is mainly of Ukrainian, 
Russian Jewish, Moldavian and Bulgarian origin. 
Among educational institutions of Odessa are to be mentioned: the Odessa National Mechnikov University 
founded in 1865; Odessa National Medical University; Odessa National University of Economics; the Odessa Law 
Academy and the Odessa State Agrarian University.  
The greater Odessa Metropolitan Area consists of 2.5 million inhabitants, 1.5 million of which are urban residents. 
The Odessa Regional administration governs the region and the executive committee of Odessa City Council 
governs the City of Odessa. 
A general development plan for Odessa was adopted by the city council in 2012 and has a planning horizon till 
2022. 
 
Odessa sees itself as a city for comfortable living; a clean and green city; a city endowed with a rich history and 
culture, with a citizenship that trusts its authorities. In short a city that is attractive for investments and businesses. 
The overall image that Odessa wants to disseminate is of a city where you want to live. 
To achieve these goals, it is necessary to concentrate available resources in the city on efforts in the following 
priorities. Odessa wants to be: 
 
A competitive city: To this end a series of project will be realized, such as: 
A centre for subcontracting, that will help Odessa enterprises to secure favourable orders from other regions and 
from abroad;  
A centre of technology transfer which will ensure the acceleration of scientific development. In close collaboration 
with the Odessa State Economic University an incubator area will be made available. 
A transport- and business centre of the Black Sea Region. To accomplish this, transport-and freight handling 
infrastructure will be developed and improved to enable the transport industry to develop into a powerful transport 
cluster.  
An international exhibition centre will be realized as well as a number high end office buildings.  
To create favourable conditions for headquarters of Major Ukrainian and international operating companies also 
means that highways dedicated to freight transports are not intersecting with the local routes for pedestrians and 
bicycles. 
 
A welcoming city 
Already in 2012 a tourist centre will start its operations and will make work of promotion of all types of tourism. It 
will provide tourists with all necessary information about the characteristics of Odessa its city life and the events. 
A pearl of the sea, this project is aiming at the revival of the historical centre of Odessa; its cultural identity and 
the architectural qualities. 
An environmental prosperous city, enhancing the quality of life for its citizens to become a city of healthy 
inhabitants.  
An intelligent city with one centre for the provision of administrative services to inform citizens quickly and 
efficiently. 
A safe city project involves the installation of several hundreds of monitoring and surveillance cameras in public 
spaces. 
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To achieve all these dynamic developments a constant and fruitful cooperation between the community of citizens 
and the municipal authorities is essential.  
 
Parks of Odessa 
 

 
 
One of the biggest and most popular parks is the park of culture and leisure named after T.G.Shevchenco, a 
famous Ukrainian Poet. This park is considered to be of great historic and cultural significance and is situated in 
the centre of the city. Shevchenko Park is 44.4 hectares in seize and hosts a Football stadium with a capacity of 
34.164 seats. 
The walk of fame in the park commemorates the hero’s that have fallen for the liberation from the national socialist 
suppressors. And a monument commemorates the unknown sailors that never returned from the sea. 
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There is also situated in this park a column in honour of the Russian Emperor Alexander II who founded the park. 
Prior to 1956, this park was named Alexandrovskiy Park. After the restoration of the column in 2012 it has become 
a pilgrimage place of the Odessa citizens and the guests of the city.  
Other important monuments are the monument for the soldiers- internationalist, a monument for the victims of 
maritime disasters; It is also the seat of the Odessa State Astronomy Observatory Remnants of the war period are 
also still visible in this park like abandoned catacombs and shelters dating from the Great Patriotic War times as 
well as broken fountains and a not functioning swimming pool built in the Soviet times.  
Finally this park offers the space for a large attractive and modern amusement park offering also bike rental 
services and in summer the urban dance floor.  
The main function of the park is to provide facilities for the outdoor activities. There is a road along the beach that 
also runs through the park, offering a cycling track called the health road; of 5 km. Schools are mobilized to visit 
the park as part of their educational programmes.  
There is no official electricity and water supply in this park. Improvement of the maintenance of road surfaces is 
badly needed. Lacking are amenities like stationary toilets in the park.  
 

 
 

The Dendro Pobedi Park also known as Victory Park is surrounded with a number of high rise buildings and 
offers, besides a great variety of trees also a large pond for children to play and numerous kiosks with children 
playgrounds. The main entrances to this park are decorated with military equipment like canons and similar 
weaponry dating from the Second World War. Also commemorating the victory over National Socialism.  
The park was founded in the Soviet times and is situated in the centre of the city. In the Soviet times it was called 
the Lenin Park. This park directly borders the monument called Wings of Victory and the 10 April Square The date 
that refers to the date of the liberation of Odessa form the Nazi’s.  
The main function of this park is passive recreation and family leisure. This explains the many children 
playgrounds and sandboxes that the park offers. 
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Shevchenko Park map                                                              Dendro Park map 
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Problem statement  
 
The Odessa policy regarding these and other parks are aimed at the following problems: 

1. Infrastructure rehabilitation of the city parks, providing necessary financial and human resources for 
conservation, attracting business enterprises that can provide contributions to servicing the parks with 
additional amenities. 

2. Restoring the cultural and recreational values of these parks and adapts the development direction of 
these parks to the geographical locations and to the cultural and historical monuments honouring the long 
standing traditions of the Odessa community. 

3. Creation of hiking trails especially in the Shevchenko Park for walking and cycling connecting all the park 
attractions with each other and providing additional tourist routes as well. 

 
The basic problems that the CUPA IL of Odessa should address are: 

 The provision of effective park management that has to be set up with very limited resources for upkeep 
and maintenance. Stimulation of the use that is made of the parks during the winter time. 

 Stimulation of the economic activities that can take place in the parks and attract investments of private 
sources. 

 Develop of human set of measures (like infertility measures) to reduce the population of the numerous 
stray dogs that have colonized these parks. 
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Reference cases 
 

Public Parks the Vienna case  
By Hannes Batik 
 
Definitions 
Public parks are by definition: Developed and zoned green open spaces that are open to the public and regularly 
maintained. Parks distinguish themselves from landscapes which are not designed or maintained; from public 
spaces because these are not necessarily green; from private parks, which are not open to the public and form 
gardens that are amiable private spaces. Citizens benefit from parks because they are meeting points, 
playgrounds, recreation areas and private area for unorganized sports. Also the townscape benefits form parks. 
Public parks can become a landmark and a part of the unique identity of an existing neighbourhood or especially 
of a new developed part of town. They can also become a landmark project for urban renewal (Highline New 
York). 
The edge of a park has a strong impact on the contiguous parts of a city. Building plots near a park are more 
valuable for residents and investors.  
For these effects parks have to be well designed, equipped for today's needs, lightened and regularly cleaned and 
maintained. If required parks should be adapted to altered needs of citizens. Therefore a park is never finished. 
But if parks are not properly maintained, cleaned and lighted, they can turn into spaces people are afraid of. Such 
areas will have negative effects on the bordering parts of town.  
 
Strategies to increase respect and the value of a park can be the following  
Support of activities to encourage the relationship between citizens and the park. The target is that people of the 
surrounding neighbourhood identify themselves with the park and that they care about their park. This also leads 
to a reduction of vandalism.  
Support of private initiatives and sponsorship for maintenance and support of a park or single elements in a park. 
For example sponsorship for trees, park benches, historic statues or other equipment (and indicate the sponsor to 
the public). 
Support of non-profit, private initiatives that make use of defined areas in larger parks for their special needs. For 
example “Urban Farming” or Community Gardens. The initiatives will take care of their part and at best pay for the 
use. The administration saves some costs for maintenance. But this is only possible in lager parks, because the 
other users should not be restricted.  
 
Financial park matters 
Financing options through commercial activities are also to be considered like: 

 Integration of commercial facilities in larger parks like restaurants, cafés or a small roundabout. 

 Temporary commercial events in parts of a park or in the whole park with restricted public access. 

 The space or time of the commercial use has to be defined and it should not restrict the regular public 
usage of a park.  

 The profit of the commercial use has to be allocated for the maintenance of the public park.  
 
Financing of parks by raising of land value is also a serious option. 
 
The designation of building areas or the increase of the height of construction at the edge of a park will raise the 
land value and the profit of developers compared to nearby areas that are not at the park. 
 
A part of the gain in profit should be dedicated to the development and the maintenance of the public park.  
For example Munich “Sozialgerechte Bodenwertabgabe”: 1/3 of the gain in land value goes to the investor, 2/3 is 
dedicated to the development of public parks or recreation areas. 
 
This model can also be applied to existing parks. Maybe the border area of a large park can be zoned as building 
area. The profit of the development should be dedicated to the maintenance of the public park. 
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Financing – Laws, dues and taxes 
In Vienna the building law specifies the dimension of playgrounds for kids and young people. If the building area is 
too small for the construction of the required playground the developer can build the playground in a nearby public 
space. Often this playgrounds where integrated in the new parks of an urban development site. 

 Considerations: If there is a new residential development near an existing park the amount of money for 
the new playground can be used for the renewal of the existing park. 

 
In Vienna trees with a circumference over 40cm are protected by law (Baumschutzgesetz). For every healthy tree 
felled you have to plant a replacement tree for every 15cm circumference. If you are not able to plant the amount 
of trees on your site you can also pay a charge. With this amount of money the city plants new trees in public 
spaces. 

 Considerations: The charge for chopped trees can also be dedicated to the renewal or maintenance of 
existing parks. 

 
Save costs by planning and building 
Right from the planning stage cost-saving maintenance should be taken into consideration. Such as: 

 Automatic irrigation  

 Lawn that can be cut with large scale turf riding tractors 

 Concentration of plantings with higher needs of care to important places with a large number of visitors 

 Selection of Plants in accordance with the location 

 Selection of Plants, especially trees in accordance with the changing climate conditions  

 Evaluation of facilities in a park. Facilities that were no longer needed should be abolished to cut the costs 
for care.  

 
To save costs by research 
To achieve the predefined aims for cost saving in Vienna various researches are in progress : 

 Slow growing lawn for open spaces in the streets 

 Drought resistant plants 

 Trees for city-streets considering the climate change and new pest. 

 Plant substrate with low percentage of native soil.  

 In these substrates only a fractional amount (1/40) of bad weeds grows. Therefore beds with new 
perennials need significant less maintenance. 

 New plant substrates for trees in the streets. Better conditions for tree roots under the pavement and 
therefore healthier trees that grow faster.  

 
To save costs by improvement of organisation  

 Evaluation of the administration of urban parks to increase the efficiency. 

 For example will the Stadt Garten Amt in Vienna no longer produces trees and shrubs for their parks 
because it's cheaper to buy these plants in a tree nursery. You will also get a wider range of plants and 
better quality.  

 Evaluation of the care equipment an adaption of the design to efficient care machines. 

 Standardization of equipment and construction parts. 

 Standardization of summer flower beds for the whole city. The beds consist of a small range of flowers 
that change every year. Because of the large number of plants the administration will get better purchase 
price and it will be easier for the gardeners to plant the flowers. 
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Parks are going to be more than parks, the cases of the New York Parks 
By Rob de Waard 
 
New York parks are going to play a new role in New York. Multi functionality is the key word. The parks must help 
New York to become more climate change resilient. They must help to control the water management and help 
reduce high summer temperatures. Apart from that they must accommodate more free playgrounds and urban 
agriculture sites. 
 
Like New York, Odessa is very resilient; it has encountered many problems but has developed very well. Mayor 
Bloomberg as being an important politician. He made a difference. This can also be the case in Odessa. In New 
York, more than other cities, many events are financed by co-operations. This turned New York in a vibrant city.  
 
In New York park functions are now changing into more multifunctional. E.g. Climate change issues should be 
included. Their function should be expanded beyond recreation.  
 
Such changes require efforts in convincing people to support those changes,  in the city administration as well as 
amongst the citizens. That needs leadership. One of the things Mr. Bloomberg did to show leadership, and with 
that emphasize the importance of quality in the public realm, is the smoking ban. 
 
If you approach parks from a multifunctional perspective, it provides you with new funding and budget 
opportunities. For this much expertise is needed from managers, engineers, and designers. E.g. guidelines should 
be identified to suppress heat island effect and storm water surges and floods. Important is to involve 
stakeholders: communication with the citizens and other stakeholders. The experts should realise it’s not about 
deciding on technical issues only. 
 
In marketing, research should be done with the users of the park: what is their opinion and wish to use the park. 
So do not only look at management but look also for opportunities  to shift functions.  
 
Direct budgeting of the parks is an additional way of funding; not to depend on tax money only. This is the 
leadership role of the Mayor, he should convince other parties that investing in parks will bring larger incomes to 
the taxes.  
If you do not create new strategies and partnerships (PPP), you will not find new sources for financing the parks: 
This will lead to less public costs and more commitment. 
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Parks. How to make them work? 
By Karolina Krośnicka 

 
The functional concept of parks in Poland underwent a serious evolution. From picturesque parks of the XVIII and 
XIXth centuries which were used to admire and walk through; they turned into public green spaces, connected 
with housing districts in the sixties, seventies and the eighties of the twentieth century, Otherwise the very correct 
idea of a park namely to actively serve local inhabitants, was never fully accomplished. Most of all due to lack of 
money for parks infrastructure and greenery, as well as due to lack of voluntary involvement of the local 
communities. From about the turn of XX and XXI th century's, Polish parks underwent a period of a vivid 
renaissance, becoming places with which inhabitants identify themselves and want relate to.  
 
If we consider what is needed in a park to make it work properly and be frequently visited, we will easily find that 
the crucial factors are: 

 an easy access to the park: 
o for pedestrians (alleys, boulevards, well designed streets) 
o for bikers (biking paths) 
o for car users (parking lots, especially ecological ones) 
o for users of public transportation (metro/tram/bus//trolleybus stops, very often integrated in one 

node).Park must be well incorporated to the system of public spaces of the city. 

 a reason to come to the park, which might be: 
o a specific place to go to, for example a view point, a monument, the seacoast, a beach, a childrens 

playground, a bar or restaurant etc. 
o a thing to do, such as make a family grill, go fishing, go swimming, playing with children, training, 

having a walk with a dog, doing team sports with friends, participating in cultural events, creating 
cultural events, having classes and thematic tours, making art’s workshops, etc. 

 
A very important factor, which encourages people to visit a park, is their involvement in activities in a park. It 
provides the visitor with a feeling of freedom and creativity. Therefore it is necessary to reconsider park fines or - 
rents for the use people make of park space. Parks should provide: 

 good park’s infrastructure, including toilets, lightning, electricity, water supply, urban furniture, information 
about possible destinations, things to do, and accepted behavior of visitors, etc. 

 feeling of safety in the park, including monitoring and municipal police patrolling a park’s area 

 proper maintenance of the park, which is connected with organizing an efficient system of parks cleaning 
and taking care of greenery, as well as social events on the park area. 
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Cases from Zagreb Parks  

By Martina Jakovcic 

 

Zagreb is capital of Croatia, it is a typical central European city, it is located on the banks of the river Sava. The 
historical part was never a city along the river, but remote from it. In the years fifty of the last century when the city 
spread out, the river became a barrier. 
 
Zagreb is a very green city with lots of public parks, but it lacked wider recreational areas. Public authorities 
decided that the river and its banks could be used for recreation. The park ‘Jarun’, was developed in 1987 for an 
exhibition of students. Now it is a recreational area during day time and a place for going out during the night. 
Another park is a wetland for birds and animals. In the middle of this the park called ‘Bundek’ is situated. 
 

 
 

In park Bundek the lakes have been revitalised, it is combined with meadows and housing. It contains several 
additional functions, like a museum, schools and coffee bars. A temporary lake captures water during heavy rains. 
 
Many parties have been involved and are still having interests in the area. 
 
Two different lakes have been shaped, one for swimming and one for more a more natural scenery  (swimming 
not allowed). People watch birds, go jogging, let the dog out (separate spot), and go cycling. The cyclists are 
separated from the pedestrians, which makes the park safer for young children and pedestrians. There is an open 
stage, a city centre theatre programs theatre plays there. 
There’s a special place for youngsters and for small children, there is even a chapel. 
 
Every year the Budek festival is organised in the separated eastern part, and a yearly flower exhibition. 
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Sustainability in approaches to the urban green areas. Example of the Regional Landscape Park 
“Znesinnya” in Lviv Ukraine 
By Mrs. Oksana Vijtik; Marta Siprin, 
 
The park “Znesinnya” – is the local landscape park in Lviv with the total area of 312.1 sq. km and recreation area 
of 153.7 sq. km. It is situated in the close vicinity to the city center (around 20 minutes' walk). According to the 
decree of the Lviv City Council N 327, issued on December, 2, 1993, the park has received a status of the object 
of Nature Reserve Fund of Ukraine.  
The park is situated on the forest hills of Lviv Plato with its major part in the Kaiserwald locality. 
Within the park territory there are: 

 Natural landscapes; 

 Separate valuable complexes and natural, historical and cultural sites that are subjects to preservation; 

 Historical and cultural spots (the sites of national struggle, the quarters of cultural, educational and 
patriotic associations, the cemetery of 19

th
 century); 

 The one-stored housing estate with homestead lands, the historical middle-rise residential area; 

 The museum of folk architecture and life “Shevchenkivskyy grove” (Shevchenkivskyy Hai); 

 Educational, medical institutions, churches, monasteries, sport and military objects, engineering buildings 
and networks. 

 
The park’s area belongs to the territory of nature protection, and is of recreational, historical and cultural 
importance.  

 
There are quite some historical sites in the park; You’ll find besides the museum of folk architecture, a famous 
wooden church and adjacent cemetery in the park. There’s also is an archaeological finding site. The park 
provides many natural interesting sites and different animals and plants are living there. 
 
The Znesinnya Park is an attempt to change the interpretation of the role of parks in the city life, in view of their 
social, ecological and economic resource and their common natural, historical and cultural heritage. The park’s 
perspectives depend on correct planning and professionally arranged material base and support. 
 
For securing preservation, renovation, development and rational regulated use of parks, squares, water bodies 
and other natural complexes of the city, there have been devised a number of principles for implementation of 
international project TACIS “The strategy elaboration of balanced use of urban green spots and parks in Lviv ”. 
These are as follows: 

 Ensuring the balance between preservation and development of urban green spots; 

 The use of green spots for ecological, educational, recreation and tourist needs; 

 Based on strategies, conceptions, plans and programs of city development plans (the city master plan, the 

plans of social and economic development); 

 Regulated use of green spots (especially concerning the land tenure); 

 Transparent mechanisms in decision making; 

 Coordination of interests and standpoints of different public groups and involving society into concrete 

actions; 

 Involving private investments in the city; 

 Improvement of the living standard and city image. 

 

Citizens of Lviv like to visit Messine. The strong identity is the geological appearance with different rocks and 
formations. It is a good location to organise lectures and provides good views over the city. The park is also used 
for educational purposes. It contains an information centre and some informative indications and information 
tables are posted in the park. During the summer time students are involved to provide visitors with information. 
The help of those students helps to reduce the costs.  
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Many organisations help to maintain and clean the park. The park is for instance the only part of Lviv which is very 
well documented in maps and by use of GIS. Many sports events such a skiing, biking and running are organised 
there. 
 
Works in the parks are oriented to all users and involve citizens’ organisations. They try to use natural materials 
from the park for maintenance.  

 
Problems are: 

 Cleaning of the territory. People dump garbage (cheap) 

 Building without permits (the park direction has a lawyer for this) 

 Presence of a ceramic company and power plant, which is less attractive 
 
10 different organisations are involved. They give juridical support to solve these problems. In 2005 a 
development plan for Lviv’s parks was established based upon the experiences with this park. 
 
The budget covers the salary costs for 15 employees. Between 300.000 and 500.000 Grivna is available. Now 
Lviv is thinking about how to involve different companies to maintain the park and save money. 
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Green areas of Budapest 
By Nora Lelkes 
 
Budapest, as the capital of Hungary, is the administrative, political, economic, scientific and cultural centre of the 
country. Budapest is the largest city in Hungary, and the eighth largest city of the European Union, it has 1.7 
million inhabitants (17% of the country’s population). It covers 525 km

2
. The City and its urban region has a 

surface of 2538 km
2
, containing the capital and 81 other settlements with 2.4 million inhabitants (24% of the 

country’s population). The Central Hungary Region, one of the seven Hungarian regions, encompasses Budapest 
and Pest County, and covers an area of 6919 km

2
. The Central Hungary Region is home to 2.9 million people 

(29% of the country’s population). 
 
Based on the current regulations, the organization of the local government of the city of Budapest has a - non-
hierarchical - two tier government system which consists of the central Municipality of Budapest and the 
municipalities of the 23 districts. The tasks of the Municipality can be divided into two large groups: On the one 
hand it fulfils the tasks which involve the capital as a whole or exceed the limitations of the districts, the other 
group contains special tasks related to the role which the city plays on a national level. 
 
The existing values that Budapest offers are: wonderful natural and landscape conditions (the Danube river, the 
hills and plains), historical urban sites (ancient, medieval and from the times of the turn of the century), places of 
public life (different scales: from public, to half-private), biological diversity (great urban green areas), diversity of 
characteristics (from townspeople to countryman and villagers). 
 
Some facts and figures of the green areas:  
In Budapest every person has 148 m

2
/ prs biological active green space at his disposal  

Which can be subdivided into 5 m
2
/prs for public recreation (WHO offers:9m

2
/ prs),1 m

2
/prs public garden, 2 

m
2
/prs public park, 1 m

2
/prs urban park, 1 m 

2
/prs urban big park, 25 m

2
/prs touristic forest. 

 
 
Budapest green spaces consists of 5 zones:  

 Internal zone - in the inner city 

 External zone - around the inner city 

 Suburban zone - rest of Pest side 

 Buda Hill zone - at Buda side  

 Danube zone - river zone  
 
The Internal zone is an isolated green network and mostly located in the historical inner city. The maintenance 
of these city parks and public parks are district competency. Sometimes public spaces construction is 
connected to the development of the urban public transport system. For example the “Heart of Budapest“ program 
currently implemented as well as the surface green area connected to the construction of Metro 4.  
In the inner boundary of the external zone there are many large urban parks, like Népliget, Városliget, 
Városmajor, Őrmező, Tabán, Castle of Buda and Gellert Hill. Buda hills mean a forest area.  
Suburban zone is mainly agricultural area.  
At The Danube zone the urban way of life has changed along the Danube, so the use of the banks need to be 
changed and renewed echoing the main characteristics and new demands. (Like the renewal of green areas, 
islands.) It is a new recreation zone of Budapest (Római part, Kopaszi gát). Additionally in the main area of the 
city there are a number of institutions with large green space. (Like Universities, Hospitals, Museums, Spas, 
Cemeteries, Railway and Airport.) Our common goal is to provide citizens a beautiful, balanced and civilized 
environment with a lot of green areas so that they would live with pleasure in Budapest, and our guests would 
enjoy themselves here and return in the future. 
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Amsterdam Parks policies 
By Femke Haccoû 
 
Amsterdam, capital of the Netherlands is situated in the west of the country. Typical for Amsterdam is bicycle use 
for personal transportation.  
 
The development structure of Amsterdam is quite special; the official borders of the city are not on the map. It is 
developed with the neighbouring cities and therefore explicitly left out. 
Green areas have a dominant role. The maps show lots of green areas. Four main structures are important: 

 Green ecological corridor 

 Tree structures 

 The main landscapes (some protected) 

 Parks 
 
There are 6 types of main park in Amsterdam. 
The larger the parks, the more events will be organised in them. In city parks you will find gastronomy places and 
city life in the weekend. The open parks and landscape park are mainly used in weekends, including camping and 
sports. 
Parks have an economical benefit. The liveability of the city is a reason to (stay to) live in Amsterdam. Real estate 
prices are rising around successful parks. This is key for park development, when someone wants to invest in a 
neighbourhood, the park must be developed side by side. 
 
In planning policies the city has three types of qualities, depending on the importance and use of the park:  
1 Standard, 2 Extra and 3 Iconic. 
Depending on the quality level, the typology of flora can be attuned. Choosing for concentrated beauty with much 
maintenance or larger fields with less maintenance. 
 
A possibility to involve inhabitants in the urban green is to use pieces of parks for urban farming. People make 
communities to take responsibility for the parks and grow their food there. 
There is commitment from companies for community building and nature. Companies sponsor small scale 
initiatives. For larger scales initiatives it is much more difficult to find sponsors. Only a very outstanding large scale 
initiative like a national Sail event with much publicity attracts sponsorship successfully.  
 
In Rotterdam you’ll find an initiative of crowd funding. People wanted a bridge and lots of people contributed to the 
building of this bridge in sponsoring with the donation of wooden shelf's to build it from.  
Success factors are: fun, personal commitment and a feasible result. At www. kickstarter.com one can find more 
information. 
 
In case of such non-governmental park investments, a separate foundation for maintenance is necessary. In 
Amsterdam a foundation for a park was established with an integrated ‘board’ of specialists, all personally 
committed. 
The city is responsible for the standard level. So additional qualities because of different initiatives are possible 
but need flexibility and cooperation from the other involved departments of the municipality. 
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The Odessa situation 

The Odessa situation differs form the on in Amsterdam. Different city agencies have to work in a coordinated way. 
The responsible agency is the Communal agency Parks of Odessa. Another agency is responsible for lighting, 
another for the green. The agencies are different municipal services. ‘Parks of Odessa’ regulates the events and 
trade activities. They coordinate the park management. Budgets are however within the specific services and are 
not dedicated per specific park. 
The agencies are entitled to make their own decisions concerning the general management. But for investments 
cooperation with decision makers must be found. 
 

The problem statement for this workshop 
 
After these reference cases were presented and all participants had the opportunity to see and experience the two 
parks themselves during a site visit, the overall impression was that - despite the generally speaking clean and 
tidy conditions of the parks - these parks suffered from decades of neglect and lack of structural maintenance. 
 
In the context of the souring financial crises and the now increased shortage of public funds, the main challenge 
for the Odessa Municipality is to take up maintenance of the public parks without spending scarcely available 
public budgets. 
In what way should the parks be changed to:  

 Provide a more effective management of the parks? 

 Involve and attract the citizens in the parks? How to organise successfully all seasons attractions, winter 
in the first place? 

 Attract economic activities in the park and create motivations to invest? 
 
Although it seems to be an in-reconcilable contradiction to improve the maintenance of the parks in the absence 
of budgets to do so, the participants in this CUPA Implementation Lab endorsed that the search must be on the 
question how to alleviate the burden of maintenance both in terms of the capacity that it needed to do the work, so 
less budget is needed to accomplish these tasks and how to improve the generation of additional funding for the 
restructuring and maintenance of these parks.  
 
The following general problem statement was considered to give the relevant focus of the workshop: 
How to diminish the burden of maintenance of the Odessa Parks in the short and the long term.  
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4 Implementation Lab findings 
 
 

Introduction  
 
The participants of the CUPA Implementation Labs ware divided in two separate groups. One group  addressing 
the Shevchenko Park was facilitated by Elsbeth van Hylkema-Vlieg and Martijn Kramer and a second group 
focussing on the Dendro or Pobedi Park also called Victory Park was facilitated by Femke Haccoû and Volkmar 
Pamer. Each group first focussed on observations regarding the six considerations Identity, critical mass, 
connections, human scale, promotion and marketing and process. 
 

Session on park 1: Shevchenko Park 
By Elsbeth van Hylckama-Vlieg and Martijn Kramer 
 

 
 
 
The group dealing with Sevchenko Park has been split up in two subgroups after the formulation of observations 
and suggestions. One subgroup dealt with the delivery of a spatial development vision, the other subgroup was 
occupied with the identification of a process to make changes possible. The process subgroup developed a more 
general approach to deal with the green space in the City of Odessa. That is why you will find results of this group 
not in this chapter about Sevchenko Park but in a separate chapter Closing remarks about ‘process 
recommendations’. 
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Observations and Suggestions 
 
IDENTITY 
The historical value of the park seems a bit forgotten, and is not expressed because of lack of historical 
information about the park. For this reason a good solution would be organizing guided thematic tours around the 
park, as well as enhance the information system, allowing the visitor to understand the historical background of 
Shevchenko Park. 
Present functions in the park are strongly anchored to the park in inhabitants minds (stadium, wheel). They should 
be preserved and further developed. 
The park, as a green space seems well used and known by the Odessans. It’s situation close to the city, the port 
and the beach provides the park much opportunities for development and investment. Presently the park seems to 
suffer from split responsibilities, the state of the green and the pavements is that of shortage in maintenance of   
light dereliction here and there. A well organized process for investment, development and maintenance 
incorporating all stakeholders is necessary to give the park a new future. 
 
CRITICAL MASS 
There are many people using the park, for much different purposes. So there is definitely a critical mass for 
developing this park. We had the feeling that the park is much used by locals only and not so much known by 
tourist (except for the memorial place). The situation of the park between the sea and the city gives good 
opportunities attract more tourists to the park and attract more tourists to visit Odessa. In quite some European 
cities the development of green areas near the city centre and the water attracted many additional tourists. 
 
In general we miss information and knowledge about the needs of people who use the park or wish to use the 
park. A social research should be carried out for this. Additional a more practical research about the park’s visitors 
need should be done (in the form of a questionnaire, television report, scientific research made by people from a 
local university).  
 
We observed a lack of sports facilities for daily use, lack of sports utilities might be connected with: 

 There is no sufficient connection with other areas of sport activities – they should be enhanced by new 
biking or walking routes. Especially a better connection to the beach could be realised. 

 The “sport’s life style” might not be developed enough in Odessa. In that case a broader action is needed. 
To start encouraging inhabitants of Odessa to practice open air sport some places could be indicated in 
the park for such an activity (with additional information about the sport’s possibilities in a given place). 

 
CONNECTIVITY 
There are not many places in the world, where the vicinity of a park and a working port is so clearly visible without 
functional conflicts. Therefore it would be valuable to strengthen and improve a visual connection with the port. 
That needs: 

 “cleaning” the view toward the port and the Black Sea (cutting trees and bushes) 

 re-arrangement of the slope 

 involving the port authorities in the process of shaping the park, for example in: 
o help in organization of thematic tours for inhabitants (children, students, others), explaining the 

work of the port (promotion of Odessa port) 
o enabling the port authorities temporarily (1-2 days) renting some parts of the park for their 

promotion (organization of open air banquets for international clients, expos, exhibitions etc.) 
o taking part in improving the quality of some parts of the park, which could work as port’s 

promotion – for example: founding “a bench for a sailor”, “port – children play”, etc. 
 
There is lack of connections of the park with the beach – they should be established along with sport’s network of 
the park. 
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There is no clear connection from the city center (in terms of both pedestrian routes and public transportation 
system) with the park. It is important to enhance and re-design this connection. Probably the most suitable would 
be extending the Primors’kyi Boulevard in the direction of the park. The exact connection must be a subject of a 
separate study. As an example one can indicate the Karantynnyi Descent.  
 
Consequently the park can function as a transit route from the city centre to the sea for pedestrians (and bikers). 
Also connections between the green areas in Odessa are lacking, a network of connected green areas 
establishes a better ecological structure and a more attractive city to live in. 
 
To make the park easier to use a good signage and information system should be established. 
 
HUMAN SCALE 
Problem of human mentality seems to be crucial in terms of introducing changes – there is a lack of motivations 
for change by people. Therefore it is important to start organizing small, local events, which brings some fast 
results. For example: 

 organizing a competition for children every week (in drawing, singing, dancing, skating, knowledge of the 
history of Odessa etc.) using the space of open theatre or other places in the park. 

 treating specific places as open air exhibitions - organizing an open competition for people who would like 
to paint. This art could be exposed for example on a wall around the observatory. A special municipal 
committee is choosing the best projects, which as a award are approved to be painted in public places. 
The same could be done with benches, some parts of pavements etc. 

 creating an association of Friends of the Shevchenko Park. 
 
One or more large open spaces should be created to make events possible or for just to lying down or pick nick in 
the park. Preferably this should be lawns, if the climate conditions are suitable for that. 
 
Strong emphasis should be expressed on enterprises that rent places in the park – they should be responsible for 
the state of their closest environment. 
The one that rents a place in the park, should be responsible for the upkeep of the surrounding area. 
 
PROMOTION AND MARKETING 
The park is perfectly suitable to organize small and larger scale events, as a part of the development process of 
the park. A park promotion expert should have the responsibility for this. He of she should involve the 
stakeholders in the city. Media should be involved to publish the event agenda and address the events in the 
papers and on the internet.  
There is a chance of involving consulates of China and Poland to a process of shaping the park and promotion of 
Odessa. These activities might be similar to these explained already in case of the port. A chance of creating a 
Chinese garden, sponsored by the Chinese consulate, in a specific part of a park might be also considered. 
 
PROCESS 
A list of actors in the park must be set up (stakeholders, a.o.: all municipal agencies and others: such as private 
enterprises, port, consulates of China and Poland, Church, University). They should work together in a process in 
which clear steps are formulated. All parties should contribute and their responsibilities must be clear. 
 
In the paragraph about process recommendations on a possible process is worked out in detail in the chapter 
Closing remarks.  
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Recommendations for the spatial development of Shevchenko Park 
 
The situation of the park in between the city centre, the port and the beach, gives the park many opportunities for 
development. In the (near) future the park will probably be of interest for private investors. An example of private 
investment is the recently built football stadium, but one could also think of the expansion of the amusement park. 
The City of Odessa should realise that the park is situated on ‘Golden Ground’ so the development opportunities 
includes urban developments such as housing, offices and retail. The fact that the park is situated so well and is 
interesting for developers, gives the possibility to earn money for the development and maintenance of the green 
functions in the park. The City of Odessa should therefore always connect a responsibility for development and 
maintenance of green functions to a building permit or land sell contract to a private partner. This makes perfect 
sense, because when the Shevchenko Park is of high quality, the investors will earn from that. 
 
A place to rest 
 
The subgroup dealing with the spatial development vision for Shevchenko Park decided after elaborate discussion 
that the most basic function of a park should be the leading principle for the development of the Shevchenko Park, 
being: ‘A place to rest’. The park should function in the first place as a place to make up your mind, gather energy 
and for contemplation. The subgroup thinks that the edges of the park bordering the city are sufficient to give way 
for urban development functions and that the park should be left for green and leisure functions only. When the 
park becomes more famous and will be more used, it should be clear where active zones and quiet zones are 
situated.  
 
A plan has been made with clear choices for different functions: 
- places for history, memory and beauty (quiet zone) 
- places for passive rest (quiet zone) 
- places for active life (active zone) 
- places for leisure (active zone) 
- places for nature (quiet zone) 
 
The vision of ‘A place to rest’ emphasizes the existing structure. It proposes to strengthen the existing functions 
and develop the green areas, which are presently undefined, for a clear dedicated function. By starting 
programming events (see observations and suggestions) at the Event area the park will become attractive for 
more people. This might interest developers to invest in the park and its surroundings, so money will be available 
for investing in the park and its maintenance. 
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In the map below the active zones are the pathways, event area and amusement park. 
 

 
 
Place for history, memories and beauty 
The existing memorial site and the Alexander II Column are well known places that attract many people.  
A touristic guidance along those places combined with other places of interest (interesting views to the port, 
natural beauty, entrance to the catacombs and sculptures alongside the coast pathway) will make a visit to 
Shevchenko Park an attractive feature for local, national and international tourists. 
 
Place for passive rest 
The park should provide several places to recreate, passive rest is not meant as laying down. It is dedicated to 
activities like playgrounds for children, eating and talking together, just spending some time in the park without 
sporting or being entertained, activities you perform in an average day. Some of those areas are aimed for the 
people form the adjacent neighbourhoods, others for the all Odessans.  
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In this vision several areas in the park are dedicated to this passive rest function. A special place for elderly to 
meet and a children’s playground borders the housing area, along Marazliivska Street being close to the 
inhabitants of the adjacent neighbourhoods. In the centre of the park, between the memorial site, the amusement 
park and the stadium you will find a place to picnic or have a barbecue and an area in which WIFI is available. 
This WIFI area should attract young people and people in professional business, that’s why this area is close to a 
pavilion in which food and drinks are available.  
In the WIFI and picnic area the park needs a major change in its appearance. There need to be more open 
spaces with less trees and bushes. If possible a lawn should be made. Of course furniture must be put in place, 
especially for having picnics.  
 
Place for active life 
A park is the perfect place to be active and do sporting activities. The football stadium is already in the middle of 
the park. Presently some people use the area around the stadium for skating and cross-biking. In the park you 
also find people jogging. The sports activities should be faciltated in the park. Some equipment for ‘extreme’ 
sports could be placed for instance for skating, climbing (down to the port) and biking. These facilities could find a 
place around the stadium, giving that area a more active character. Along the main pathways (along the harbour 
and the central axis, a running track could be introduced (like in Novi Sad). Additionally this axis could be 
improved and stretched towards the beach area.  This way  a connection with water sports activities and facilities 
(swimming, surfing, beach football, beach volleyball etc.) will be created. 
 
Place for leisure 
The area along the central axis, next to the stadium and the Alexander II column, should become the central area 
for events. A permanent pavilion where food and drinks are for sale will be established here, which can function 
as a central point during events. Of course the amusement park will also be a place for leisure. In the future one 
could think about a connection between the event area and the amusement park to create a leisure axis in the 
park. That might give the amusement park some possibilities to expand. 
 
Place for nature 
The subgroup was very clear about having a fair part of the park dedicated to nature. This provides people to just 
walk around in ‘undesigned’ space.  
This area in the western side of the park between the stadium and the Marazliivska Street should stay like it is 
now, only a few additional trees and bushes might be added to strenghten its natural appearance. 
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Session on park 2: Dendro Park Pobedi / Victory Park 
By Femke Haccoû and Volkmar Pamer. 
 
 

 
 
Odessa is a green city, were people are proud off. It is a part of the culture to embrace the beauty. The parks are 
a part of daily life of the people from Odessa. The search for alternative ways to pay for the maintenance of these 
important public places is an urgent necessity. Not just for the social structures of the city but also for the 
economic structures of the city.  
By experiencing the Dendro Park Pobedi / Victory Park during the site visit some observations were made 
regarding the regular consideration that is part of the Implementation Lab format.  
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IDENTITY 
Is mainly linked to the trees it is also a dendrology park; the lake and the birdlife that is attracts. In winter time, the 
pond it is used for ice skating,  
 
CRITICAL MASS 
Many high rise apartments buildings surround the park, provide for enough critical mass at least potentially. 
Nevertheless there were not many people that are making use of the park. Neighboring modern shopping mall 
and palace of sports- are attractors too but not necessarily in competition with the park 
 
HUMAN SCALE 

Many trees suffering from with neglect in upkeep, silent places, missing shelters, unsafe place due to a lack of 

light and sightlines, lack of maintenance of the lake basin, no flowers - no colors - grey, lack of garbage bins. 

 

CONNECTIVITY 

Blocked view – no view axis, dense vegetation, missing walk around the lake, no guidance or signage system, 

however a good public transport connection to the park.  

 

PROCESS 

No clear strategy, no detailed master plan based on a clear vision of the significance of the parks for Odessa and 

a matching maintenance plan. 

 

The conditions of Victory Park are good, the ways of getting to an innovation and reinvention of this park are 

about to be discovered.  

The tasks are clear; the park needs to be renovated with a good exploitation and a well balanced budget. This 

needs a good promotion and marketing plan. Inspiration and power are to be introduced to energize and means to 

innovate the park. 

 

Recommendations on the Victory Park renewal 
 

The park with its enormous potential is easy to revive. The measurements have not to be taken at once - the size 

allows doing it step by step which provides the big advantage that every single action draws attention - a method 

to grow also consciousness about this gem within the city boundaries. 
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 It is a necessity to create a good and easy to understand network of paths and tracks with a clear 

hierarchy. The main branches of this network have to provide a safe and comfortable walking for all people no 

matter if young, old, physically charged or not, at any time of the day throughout the year. This means a good 

pavement and maintenance and also – very important – a well-designed public lighting.  

 

 

   For a better accessibility new park entrances have to be created respectively existing 

entrances have to be improved. The entrance is also the business card of the garden. It is a meeting point and a 

place which can or should be a landmark too. Its appearance, its name, its location are important for orientation, 

identity and structure of the city’s fabric.  
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 Restaurants are a simple solution to attract people coming to the park and staying there as comfortable 

as possible. Like everywhere around the world people love to join for eating and drinking. Although the expert 

team knows, that the idea of a bigger gastronomy in the park is not very welcomed by the city’s officials, it is 

highly recommended to establish larger scale restaurants to attract as many people as possible. This provides 

additional money for the park. The owners have to sign contracts to ensure that a certain amount of the profit has 

to be invested into the park’s maintenance.  

 

 For a better orientation, for safety reasons and because of the simple human need for curiosity, view 

axes have to be provided. This opens up new perspectives and visual links between the different parts of the 

park. It is crucial to create them to and fro the main stomping grounds like the restaurants and of course the 

children playgrounds. In this case especially safety reasons are relevant too.  

 

 Simple but attractive children playgrounds have to be scattered all over the park. This ensures short 

distance walks from nearby residential areas and brings life to every corner. These simple playgrounds could be 

provided by wealthier Odessa residents or companies or probably made by resident groups of the neighborhood 

by themselves.  

 

 Because of the popularity of inflatable fortresses, islands etc. for jumping and frolicking such 

playgrounds already exist – but in a pretty poor appearance. This has to be enhanced. These ‘modern’ 

playgrounds should have also small kiosks and if possible, restrooms.  

 

 The lake is the heart of the park. Unfortunately the access to the water is pretty difficult in some parts 

and can be quite dangerous (difficult to get out if someone has fallen in). Even this means an expensive 

investment an improvement of the lakefront should be considered. Nevertheless the path around the lake has to 

be enhanced anyway for better and comfortable walking.  

 

 One of the most important and less expensive measurements is the creation of a big lawn. Every good 

park in the world has such a big open space for playing, relaxing, picnicking etc. This creates a ‘second’ heart of 

the park and structures it in a special way. A huge park without a huge lawn is not a good park at all.  

 

  The remains of the half-moon shaped concrete structure are probably not reusable but the place is  

perfect (not to far from the parks edges and adjacent to a main transversal) for a kind of exhibition and/or fair 

site. The shape should be kept; it is already part of the identity of the place.  
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 Close to the existing stadium sporting grounds should be located. This area of the park is a bit of a cul 

de sac and likely to be underused or to be used for purposes which are not intended by society and the city 

officials. It is an area which allows ‘louder’ uses like ball games of any kind and/or skate and bike show-jumping 

courses or something similar. It would be then next to a new entrance bringing life and safety to this corner. 

 

 A park is also a good open air gallery. It is a place where art in a bigger scale, sculptures, structures 

etc. can be presented to the public. Like in many other places in the world it attracts locals and tourists and 

provides additional life for the park. The pieces of art have to be chosen carefully – the park should not become a 

garbage bin for art nobody knows what to do with.  

 

 The Ukraine and Odessa have a special relationship to the exploration of space. The park is a good 

place to celebrate the people who were and are brave enough to take the risk of travelling there. A cosmonaut’s 

path commemorates the men and efforts of leaving the earth. 

 

New times ask for new forms of organization and development. The park is in need for innovations. 

 

Innovations for the Victory Park  
Victory Park needs innovation in two ways.  

1. Organizational Innovation, like the creation of a " Victory Park Foundation ". 

2. Technical innovation, in application of modern robust lawn grass types that demand less maintenance 

and irrigation system and automation facilities that can make the upkeep far more efficient. 

 

The Victory Park Foundation 
 

The reference case of the Vondel Park Foundation 

 
Facts & Figures of the Vondel Park Foundation 
1000 members from which 80 are active members. 
The board consists of 8 people from the direct neighborhood.  
All highly educated professionals in design, marketing, politics and culture. 
 
The board is supported by 4 working groups. 
1. Conservancy 
2. Communication 
3. Memberships and Company Partnerships 
4. Projects 
 
All the working groups are managed and organized by the neighbors and people 
who have a heart for the park. They developed merchandize for the park, like t-
shirts and caps. They try to get sponsorships for the new designed benches for in 
the park. But they also support the municipality by all kinds of campaigning, for 
example the litter problem. They stimulate the people to clean up the park starting 
with their own mess. They created a sign with a little goblin that also helps out! And 
they organize clean up the park with their members. http://vriendenvanhetvondelpark.nl/  
 

http://vriendenvanhetvondelpark.nl/
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Organization 
 

Goal: 

The Victory Park has meaning for a lot of people from Odessa and that needs to be guarded. 

The goal of a Victory Park foundation could be the same as the goal of the Amsterdam Vondelpark Foundation: to 

promote and develop and to save guard the quality of the park both in social and economic as well as in 

ecological sense. 

 

Task: 

A Victory Park foundation would then have the task to make a long term vision of the park with short term 

maintenance goals. 

It has to contain a vision/ master plan supported by a firm and healthy business model connected to a matching 

promotion-and marketing plan.  

Subtasks will be: 

 promoting the park,  

 organizing alternative ways of sponsorships , 

 programming the park with events and happenings in every season of the year, 

 set up good tendering procedures for smart contracts with external maintenance companies / and 

internal municipal services.  

 

Budgets are needed for both- investments and structural maintenance. 

 

Board: 

In the board of the foundation will be people with status and influence. Chaired by -for instance the mayor or a 

well reputed captain of industry. And involve celebrities that adopt a kind of ambassadorship for the park. 

Celebrities that one could think of are: Kaidonuk (cosmonaut) and or Belanov (football player)  
Entrepreneurs who have established their companies in the vicinity of the park or are otherwise related to the 
area, like; banks, insurance companies, landscaping firms, etc.  

 
The board can be supported on two ways: external and internal. 
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External / International advisory group will keep the board sharp and focused. They will be a sparring partner and 
the conscience of the park development. A master designer, an inspiring business person and an ecological guru 
can be asked to host this external group. 
 
The foundation is supported by the City of Odessa, as well as in support in policy making as in technical support 
and the collaboration of the city departments.( the internal advisory group). This support must be provided by 
young and ambitious civil servants that are able and willing to make use of new forms of organizing events. This 
means that they should be familiar with the actual and trendy themes and can make use of several forms of social 
media where people of Odessa link with each other. Such as Facebook, Twitter and other platforms.  
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Innovation in physical park development 
 
New types of grass and irrigation systems will not be so difficult to come by. Making use of this new kind of plant 

material and changing slightly the structure of the green and plant borders will decrease the need for funds for 

regular upkeep. Interactive design of public spaces lifts the area to a more modern place. 

 

But also using computers to allow users of the park to contribute to the redesigning of parts of the park and 

making the park a meaningful place for them. This can be enhanced and stimulated in using QR coding in the 

park with extra information about trees, birds, programme and the like. This enables park users to discover the 

stories behind the imagery. 

 

Step by step 
Next to the long term vision with a design, all the steps towards realizing this design need to be thought through.  
 
The first year zones will be announced. 

  
 
Every zone has its identity. This will be formed by the events and the care takers which are active. Like a 
computer you have the hardware and the software side of a park. Sometimes a good update of your software and 
clean sweep of your disk will give you a much more pleasant experience of your computer. This doesn’t mean the 
hard ware needs to be changed right away. This is much cheaper and still effective at the short term. 
The software of the park consists of the events and the activities that people organize in the green surroundings. 
To make it clear which events are wanted; invite them to make an event zoning plan.  
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The events will attract people to the park, because more people will know the park and might see some more 
possibilities. The more people will love the park, the more potential energy and money will accrue. By inventing 
new traditions in the Odessa culture or reinvent traditions like the celebration of a wedding.  
 
A year after promoting the park and campaigning a new way of celebrating weddings, the park will have an up to 
date software and that is a good fundament for organizing a new hardware.  
Alternative ways of financing public space like crowd funding (a lot of people paying a small figure, but all together 
it is a lot to invest) Example: Hamburg the benches of the Altes Meer are sponsored by private people.  
 
This can happen in Victoria Park after 4 years of good events and activities in the park by the people! 
 

Start with a yearly event calendar 
 
To help out with the first steps that should help the park visitors to rediscover all the facilities Victory Park can 
offer,  a calendar is suggested for the first year of Victory Park. This calendar shows all the events that can take 
place and in this way can illustrate the variety of functions the different parts of the park may be given. 

 
The events can be sponsored by companies that could use some commercial show window. McDonalds can 
sponsor an event and can set a good example and improve their image for the Odessa people by taking care of 
their waste in a proper way. They can donate the litterbins and could take care of emptying the bins every week. A 
Victory Park foundation can develop and make the contract with these kinds of parties. 
Not just litter bins but also benches, trees, pavement can be funded and maintained in this way. The Victory Park 
foundation is responsible for the quality of the park and will see to the adherence to the vision by all involved 
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parties in setting up these arrangements and contracts to get this done. For the benches, pavement, trees and all 
the other physical elements, a catalogue is needed to make sure the park gets one coherent identity which is 
recognized and cared for. Prevent the cacophony of uncoordinated mismatching benches and other public 
furniture.

Donations 
Not just companies but also private people can invest in several ways: 
By using the upcoming new form of Crowd Funding, people can buy or lease a small piece or attributes of the 
park and all together this will have an upgrading effect on the park.  
The example of Victory Park as a wedding venue, shows a new opportunity for contributions for the financing of 
for instance the paths and walk ways. A wedding in Odessa is celebrated in a large and visible way. People like to 
show their happiness and love to their family and friends but also publicly. To offer this possibility one could make 
the park available especially for this purpose. In adding the possibility to the wedding couple to show their good 
citizenship they could be given the opportunity to donate a gift for the upkeep of a part of the “walk of love” 
through the park.  
The walk of love represents a love story and helps to finance the maintenance of all the roads of the park.  
The first wedding gift could be a gift from the Mayor to the City and or of some celebrities where the Odessa 
people want to relate to! 
If one likes trees more, off course this will fit too in this way of financing the park. They can also buy a tree of love. 
And in this way the trees are maintained and cared for.  
Energy 
Participation of events. People can donate also their time and energy. By creating events or teaching children 
about how nature works. 
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5 Closing remarks 
 
 

Odessa impressions:  
By Elsbeth van Hylckama -Vlieg 
 
The green structures of Odessa could become a great asset to the quality of the urban living environment and the 
cities international attraction. At this point in time however the majestic character of broad avenues, sight axis, the 
interweaving of green with the built environment and the urban green functionalities as they are, all this represents 
an atmosphere of decay. The spatial quality as such is beyond question and offers great opportunities. But the 
general backlog of management and upkeep is such that without integrated approach and a solid financial plan, 
these qualities will remain obscured in mists. This situation has one advantage, which is that informal use of these 
green spaces is not being antagonized by notions of damage or wear. It is free space, out of managerial control. 
 
This and the acknowledgement that the City of Odessa does not have large funds available to improve, the 
Implementation Lab has decided not to proceed to highly detailed (re)designing for the two selected green areas. 
What has been done in the workshops is just developing headlines for a future approach for a designing process, 
on the basis of a first analysis of the spatial possibilities and the identification of practical and conceptual values. 
Whether it will be equally easy to determine sustainable future value will depend on the extent to which City 
Government will be able to realise a systematic approach of both renewal and upkeep in many years ahead.  
 
This approach will need an organisation that is capable of using all possible resources, in terms of both 
competence and finance, and can bind City Government for a longer period of time.  Political backing and social 
support will be crucial. Both are connected to each other and will have to be built together, together with 
developing a scenario by which City Government may be assured of its role in directing development processes 
for a new feasible green policy. 
 
Because this Implementation Lab has no possibilities to analyse or judge the capacities of the City Government in 
this respect, nor can it surmise the social backing for radical renewal of the green structures in the city of Odessa 
and its costs, the recommendations in this process chapter are being kept limited to a possible organisational and 
financial structure, both closely interlinked. It is paramount that as soon as the necessary conditions for enactment 
will be realised, in the short or long term, designing will have to be started up seriously. We hope this 
Implementation Lab will by then have delivered an inspiring first step. 
 
Any objective of an operational policy for the renewal of the green structures in Odessa will have to be based 
upon conserving existing qualities, adapting spatial conditions to the needs of inhabitants and urban use, 
strengthening the ecological basis including its broader effect to surrounding green areas, accommodating 
recreation and enhancing touristic attraction.  
To these ends a series of municipal services are active. They need to be coordinated on behalf of an effective 
governmental direction and cooperation. This includes plan making, financing, and connecting socially.  
The municipal services involved are finance, economic development, culture, building, social care and 
environment.  
 
For this purpose we recommend setting up a matrix organisation within the City Administration in which the 
involvement of all responsible actors from within the municipal organisation is secured and with which external 
actors can connect easily without loss of transparency.  
We envision a procedure in which plan development and financing keep taking steps simultaneously and by doing 
so keep connecting to each other in each phase of the developments. 
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Both streams are part of the total governmental process, directed by one project leader with a mandate for 
unequivocal control of official acting. A project leader directly reporting to the City Government, at the head of a 
project group consisting of mandated representatives of the various municipal services and departments. One first 
responsible member of City Government, for example the Mayor, could take the final governmental responsibility. 
 
Handling the approach to renewing the green functions in Odessa is a considerable task that can only be made 
successful by giving it a high political priority. It is therefore sensible to lift all official action out of the regular 
bureaucracy, put it in a separate matrix structure, a project group, and to connect its leadership directly, without 
any interference by other managerial levels in the municipal organisation, to the governmental top, for example 
the Mayor. 
In this way the inhibitory effect of needing to coordinate the different line organizations to one target will be 
averted. This will enhance speed and transparency. On the other hand however it will imply that responsible line 
officers will have to accept that on a temporary basis, on behalf of a political priority, their responsibilities for the 
green renewal will be transferred to a separate project organization, directly under the Mayor. 
 
It is therefore wise to have a fundamental internal discussion on this procedure before starting it and to obtain 
agreement about the conditions under which this structure could be acceptable .between the political level and the 
directors of the executive services. One of the conditions is the link to political priority. Another is the elaborated 
working process itself as a frame of reference. For example the temporality of the project, its final objective and 
product description, the area specific operations, the working programme, the project budget and its embedding in 
the general municipal budget and the multi-annual programming for the deployment of public means. 
 

 
 
The anchoring of this structure; its set up; its targets and aimed results, in the democratic mechanisms of the City 
council of Odessa and other parties directly involved in the development of green, had best go through the first 
political-governmental director of the project, for example the Mayor or one of the Alderman he wishes to delegate 
this task to. 
Outside the governmental structure, but inside the operational structure, the project leader should be able to take 
care of external relations with external parties, such as other governments in or outside Ukraine, private parties, 
population groups or commercial firms.  
This could be important to enhance effective negotiations on behalf of sponsoring, external subsidising and the 
organisation of social backing.  
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It is obvious that in order to start the project group’s work it will need to draw up a working plan of its own, in which 
the commitment of all contributing municipal serves is enrolled.  
This plan must be effective and reliable and dynamic at the same time. The project group and its project leader 
need flexibility in order to make this work. Flexibility within the agreed framework. At regular intervals the original 
plan needs to be evaluated and adapted, without being hampered by newly upcoming aberrant ideas and without 
losing its connection with the original set up and mandate. A good communication is therefore absolutely 
necessary, including regular discussions between project leader and Mayor or Alderman and Council, as well as 
the organisation of a consultation structure for the input of inhabitants.  
 
The green spaces of Odessa are part of the public domain for which the City of Odessa has a special 
responsibility. This does however not imply that only public means or public organisation should be committed to 
approaching the problem. Green investments are in the interest of the whole locational environment of the entire 
city. Its quality is partly determined by the quality of the urban living environment of which public space and green 
are important elements. The locational environment consists of both living environment and production 
environment.  
 
Depending of Odessa’s attractiveness for national and international investments governments as well as private 
companies will be interested in improvements of the public spaces. 
Success of plan making will be equally dependant of public and private involvement. It must be possible to appeal 
to private companies on contributing to the green approach, both financially and practically, if they think they can 
operate successfully in Odessa. It is therefore obvious that a sponsoring strategy could be productive. It is our 
suggestion to have such a strategy is developed by the project group, while simultaneously working at the 
elaboration of the green plan.  
 

 
 
Starting point for the link between plan development and funding strategy is the binding role of the project leader 
and the central role of the Mayor, by which there will be a continuous connection with the political governance.  
 
Plan development will be built up from the starting point of an overall vision at urban level, systematically further 
elaborated to plans per separate part, to the concrete land use plans and technical designs for these parts. The 
search for funding will take place at the same time, alongside this process. Based on the overall urban green 
vision an inventory can be made of all those parties that would be interested in cooperating in it. We can identify 
two categories in this respect: intern en external actors, both having their own balancing  framework and following 
their own decision making, but nevertheless having to be brought together on behalf of the realisation of the green 
approach based on common interest. 
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As soon as the elaboration of the green structure of Odessa, split in parts, is taken on it is time to assess the 
investment potency of these areas. This will depend on the attraction for investors in view of the envisioned 
functions around the green spaces and the possibilities for new urban developments. Accessibility though main 
infrastructure is an important benchmark for actual urban use, and therefore for investment potency. Proximity of 
services of various sorts, for example recreational or general central, as well as accessibility of the housing 
market for internationally working professionals and the settlement options for international firms, are all rather 
vital conditions for an international settlement environment. Green, especially high quality green, is an important 
contributor. Therefore it is most useful to combine development conditions of land with the development of green 
functions. 
 
The financing scheme for this combination can be defined as being of common interest of both local government 
and international or national investors, including costs en revenues, and the distribution of profit and losses. 
Combinations of governmental investments and those of private sponsors and investors in an improved attractive 
production environment can be brought together in a contract, based on public-private partnership. The project 
leader has an important role here, both in development alongside the plan making and in executing the plan. All 
this under City Governmental responsibility. 
 
It is our conviction and recommendation that by means of a matrix structure in the municipal organisation and 
through public private partnership contracts the existing green functions can effectively be brought to a higher 
quality level. It will depend on the means and resources that both city and investors can make available for this 
purpose and how reliably legal contracts and political prioritising can be made. Political will and a legal framework 
will prove to be essential conditions, just as much as a development and designing process that can remain 
flexible during the ride, while not getting lost in premature details. 
Both the city itself, its historic richness and the existing favourable spatial conditions, deserve an effort.  
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C  The case study dossier  
 
 

The case study area of Odessa Shevchenko Park  
Dendro Park Pobedi / Victory Park:  
 
The study case regards the Parks of Odessa focusing on two examples. 
There is a great concern about the development and management of parks in Odessa, so there is an urgent need 
to work on that topic. 
 

 
 
Odessa has many parks, bigger and smaller ones in the center, but there is a lack of money to maintain them. 
During our preparatory visit, two parks have been selected as studies cases. 
 
DENDRO PARK POBEDI also called Victory park as an example of a bigger park and the park close to the 
center of Odessa with new functions like a football stadium the SHEVCHENKO PARK. 
We will try to develop, concepts how to revitalize these parks in mobilizing civic support both in terms of 
volunteering and in terms of stakeholders, so steps forward can be taken without investments from the side of the 
Municipality. 
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First impressions from a preparatory visit to Odessa (Ukraine) 
27 and 28 August 2012. 
 
In the framework of the preparations of the 5th CUPA Implementation Lab to be held in Odessa 2 – 5 October 
2012, Volkmar Pamer of the Planning Department of the City of Vienna, Markus McDowell of Tina Vienna and 
Huibert Haccoû of the International Intervision Institute visited Odessa; amongst other to select the study case 
topics and the area’s that will be the subject of the forthcoming Implementation Lab. 
The preparatory visit gave us an opportunity to have a first quick experience with the city of Odessa. 
Odessa itself is a city with more than 1 million inhabitants. This leads to a high density due to the borders which 
the city of Odessa has.  
The port of Odessa is one of the largest ports of the Black and Azov Seas basins, located in the north-western 
part of the Black Sea on the historically founded merchant ways between East and West. The port is a leader in 
cargo handling volumes among the ports of Ukraine and the largest passenger port on the Black Sea. 

 

The most striking characteristic we observed is the huge gap between private wealth and public poverty. 
The quality of the public space carries the characteristics of neglect and lack of maintenance suffered for a long 
period of time on the one hand and a big potential due to very broad streets and sidewalks with old trees in the 
city center yet on the other hand, the conditions of the roads and the streetcar rail are such that cars need to 
slalom to avoid the deep holes and the remains of obsolete tram tracks that stick out of the pavement. 
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This contrasts sharply with the remarkable high number of very expensive private automobiles like Bentleys, 
Porsches, BMW’s and the like. As well as the restored old buildings where investments, seem to have been 
limitless. 
 

 
 
The crucial daily struggle of the civil servants of the municipality is the lack of public funding for the regular upkeep 
of public spaces like the roads and parks, not to speak about cycling lanes which do not exist at all. 
The Ukrainian tax system requires that all revenues are put at the disposal of the central government that has the 
powers to redistribute these taxes to all the cities and regions after having made the reservations for the central 
government budgets. 
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Exceptionally well kept however are the pavements in the city center of Odessa, where the luxury shops are 
dominantly present. Squares also in the inner city that has the character of green oases. 
 

 
 
However the larger parks of Odessa suffer from neglect.  
It does not come as a surprise that the host would, like the Odessa Implementation Lab to focus on the generation 
of ideas, concepts and business models that could generate funding for the revitalization and upkeep of the 
Odessa parks. 
These parks are without exception endowed with a high potential in terms of spatial quality. 
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Unlike some other cities in the Ukraine, Odessa has the live style and prizes of modern West European cities. The 
attractively situated on the border of the Black Sea it is a target city for tourists mainly from Russia and other Mid 
European countries. Which is quite understandable, given the pleasant and mild Mediterranean climate and 
atmospheres. Also later in the evenings the city center is flogged with pedestrians young and old. 
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Project Dossier - CUPA Implementation Lab Workshop in Odessa (Ukraine) 
3-5 October 2012 

 

 
 

Facts and Figures 

Odessa region is located in southern Ukraine. In the west it borders on Moldova and Romania. Odessa city is 

situated on the south of the region and is located on the banks of Odessa Gulf of the Black Sea.  

Being a major industrial, cultural, scientific and resort center, Odessa has the largest port in Ukraine. Main 

branches of industry are: oil refining, machine building, metalworking, food, timber, agricultural and chemical 

industries. The dominant industry is transport (shipping, railway, motor transport).  

With the population of over 1 million people, Odessa is a multiethnic city. The main population consists of 

Ukrainians, Russians, Jews, Moldovans, Bulgarians. 

Among educational institutions of Odessa it is necessary to mark out Odessa National Mechnikov University, 

founded in 1865, Odessa National Medical University, Odessa National University of Economics, National 

University «Odessa Law Academy», Odessa State Agrarian University.  

There are 1 million inhabitants in Odessa. There are 2,5 million people in Odessa region, 1,5, millions of which are 

urban residents.  

The Odessa regional administration is governing the region and the executive committee of Odessa City Council 

is governing the city. The average wage is US 300.  

General development plan was set out in strategic development concept adopted in the current year «Odessa – 

2022». 

 

So, how do we see our city in 2022?  

 Odessa – a city for comfortable for living. 

 Odessa – a clean and green city.  

 Odessa – a distinctive city with a rich history and culture.  

 Odessa – a city suitable for business and attractive for investors. 

 Odessa – a city where citizens trust their authorities.  

Strategic purpose of the city development «Odessa – the city where you want to live» is emerged from these five 

basic tasks.  
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To achieve these goals, it is necessary to concentrate available in the city resources and the efforts of the 

city authorities in priority areas, namely: 

1. A competitive city. To become such a city, there will be realized a number of projects in Odessa. In 

particular, it is planned a creation of a center of subcontracting, that will help Odessa enterprises secure 

to receive favorable orders from other regions and from abroad as well. It is also necessary to create a 

center of technology transfer, which will ensure the acceleration of the implementation of developments of 

Odessa scientists. Jointly with Odessa State Economic University there will be created a business 

incubator.  

2. Transport and business center of the Black Sea region. For its implementation it is necessary to 

ensure the development of infrastructure for transport and freight forwarding companies and to create the 

conditions for the formation and dynamic development of the transport cluster. It is also necessary to build 

an International Exhibition Center and a number of «A» class office buildings. It is very important to attract 

headquarters of major Ukrainian and international companies, to build specialized highways for trucks that 

won`t intersect with the routes of vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians.  

3. City with a high quality and efficient infrastructure. Special attention is paid to Odessa roads. 

4. Welcoming city – an important direction to work on for the development of all types of tourism. During the 

current year it will start working Tourist Information Center in Odessa. It will provide tourists with all 

necessary information about the city, it`s life and all ongoing events.  

5. The main goals of the project «A pearl near the sea» are to the revive historical center of Odessa, 

cultural identity of the city and architectural appearance.  

6. One of the most important directions to work on – environmentally prosperous city, the city of healthy 

inhabitants.  

7. Odessa has to become an intelligent city. It is planned to create a center of provision of administrative 

services to the citizens. This would allow getting all necessary documentation with spending minimal time 

and expenses as well.  

8. Last year they have started a realization of «A safe city» project. In the busiest areas and on the road 

urban network it was installed a several hundred cameras and their number is growing steadily. 

9. One of the most important areas to work on is also the city of intensive capital construction.  

10. It is obvious that the dynamic development of the city is only possible through joint efforts of city 

community and city authorities.  

 

Parks of Odessa 

One of the biggest parks of Odessa is central park of culture and leisure named after T.G. Shevchenko. Being a 

monument of historical and cultural significance and garden culture it is located in the heart of the city.  

The park area is 44.4 hectares. There is located the main stadium with the capacity of 34, 164 seats. There is also 

the Walk of Fame in the park, with the graves of members of Odessa liberation from the Nazis and the monument 

to the Unknown Sailor. 
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D  Format of an Implementation Lab 
 
 

Workshop format 
 
A Implementation Lab (3 days workshop) consists of a reference seminar (day 1), study visit (day 1), 
Implementation Lab(oratory) (day 2) and policy recommendation meeting (day 3).  
In its efforts, the Implementation Lab format will serve the following aims:  

 Increase awareness of the consequences (both positive and negative) of the concentration and/or mix of 
activities, or: multifunctional and intensive uses of space (urban land, water and green areas) 

 Examine the extent to which such concentrated land use interventions contribute to social quality as well 
as the economic value and the quality and climate robustness of the physical structure of areas 

 Consider appropriate containment strategies for cities using multifunctional and intensive land use 
mechanisms to preserve open space, nature, valuable landscape and water systems, while balancing 
regional development. 

 
Each Implementation Lab workshop is the result of carefully co-ordinated efforts between the host organisation 
and the International Institute Intervision.(III). 
 

Implementation Lab (IL) 
 
Core of the three days workshop is the Implementation Lab.  
The IL is an interactive session in which stakeholders of the host partner will work together on the spot with the III 
partners and experts. To maximize interactivity, the IL’s are typically organised as open panel discussions 
involving planners from the host city/region. The Implementation Lab is meant to give momentum to a 
local/regional project, by implementing concepts like Multifunctional and Intensive Landuse (MILU) into practice. 
The Implementation Lab is a ‘Laboratory’ or ‘Pressure Cooker’. All partners work together with the host partner on 
one or two local and/or regional cases, for which the host partner is responsible. The ‘real problem’ situation will 
seduce the III partners to produce the best of their knowledge relevant to the case under study. The need to help 
solve a practice problem will tap off the maximum of the partnerships know how. The case area(s) are located in 
the region of the host partner that will go through a (re)development process with special opportunities for for 
instance MILU solutions. 
 
Main purpose of a III Implementation Lab is to investigate as a group, both new and persistent urban/regional 
problems as they relate to land use. It is the intention that each workshop leaves both participants and hosts with 
new insights as well as a shared and learning experiences. It is highly desirable that each workshop provides the 
host useful and practical suggestions on dealing with the problem case(s) discussed.  
 
The main goal is to go a step forward in the process of realisation and come to recommendations for the case 
area(s). This includes spatial solutions, environmental risk management concepts, architectural ideas, solutions 
for social problems and crime prevention, process organisation, financing and policy strategies. 
 

Cases  
 
The host organisation identifies one or two problem sites and assembles detailed information on them for the 
attendees to deliberate over. In addition, a third site can be presented as a case study to demonstrate an 
innovative approach. Supporting presentations can be made by host officials to inform participants to the full about 
the idiosyncrasies of the cases under study. In addition to that, selected participants as arranged by the 
programme organisers can present also input for the deliberations by means of cases that are of interest; this is 
based on their own experiences. 
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Focus of an IL 
III partners represent a wide variety of fields including urban and regional planning, architecture, ecology, 
landscape planning, aerial survey, urbanism, environmental management, construction, water management, risk 
and safety management, traffic and transport engineering, economics, social, community and health sciences, 
systems analysis, and law as well as public policy and administration. 
 
The focus is however on the integration of sectoral policies and specialised expert know how, emphasising cross-
cutting issues: 

 Governance (effective planning and implementation, finance, regulations partnerships, etc.). 

 Technology (systems management, construction technologies, architectural concepts, etc.). 

 People and environment (participation, quality of life, risks, resource use, etc.). 

 Spatial quality and identity of place. 
 
Five issues of concern 
While selecting one ore two projects for consideration, the host city or institution identifies issues related to five 
issues of common concern. Manifesting themselves differently in each site, these five types of issues provide the 
means to both orient participants to the preferred nature of debate, as well as be a basis for organising meeting’s 
panel discussions. 
 
The six issues considered are: 

 Quality and identity: Does the project area have its own identity, socially functionally and visually? How 
can this be enhanced? How can a Livinggreen life style be supported? Are there local aspiration that we 
can built on? 

 Critical Mass: Does each site have enough development, infrastructure and resident population to 
maintain a coherent community or support a desired mix of amenities with sufficient carrying capacity. 

 Connectivity: What link does each site have with its surrounding natural and man made environment? 
Can these connection be enhanced? 

 Human scale: Do the existing developments relate in scale and proportion to diverse human scale 
activities such as walking, biking, congregation, social interaction? Do de scale and relationships of public 
spaces support and attract their use?  

 Promotion and marketing: How are existing uses promoted? How effective are these efforts and what 
types of promotion would be useful, necessary of possible to improve a better sense of place? 

 Process Architecture: In developing a spatial development strategy, when should stakeholders be 
involved and how? What are the various interests and interdependencies between stakeholders? How do 
we handle opposing interests? How do we organise an effective planning and implementation process? 

 

Preparation and procedure of an Implementation Lab 
 
An IL is organised according to the following scheme. 
Pre-meeting preparations: 

 Identification of problem sites by host organisation. 

 Identification of key areas of concern. 

 Preparation of dossiers with background material for each site. 

 Distribution of background material to registered attendees several weeks prior to arrival. 
 
Procedure of an Implementation lab:  

 Site visits to establish context. 

 Plenary sessions (including invited speakers). 

 Working sessions to formulate concrete suggestions for the case study areas, as well as observations on 
how to develop (regional) policies. 

 Concluding plenary session. 
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To avoid misunderstanding: an IL forms the core of a workshop.  
 
Work method  
The IL’s working sessions are conducted by dividing attendees into teams depending on the number of attendees, 
to distribute professional expertise as evenly as possible. There will be moderators for each team. Experts are 
available as resource persons. They come from the host organisation, and are familiar with each project. There 
role is to help maintain focus as well as to facilitate concise compilation of issues and concerns.  
Issues and concerns identified for each project are placed within the six areas of concern, mentioned before. 
Discussions and observations are conducted in an open panel discussion format. Each moderators objective is to 
have their project’s comprehensive lists of concerns categorised halfway the IL. 
 
Finally, the deliberations will focus on simplifying the various comments produced by each team. The process is 
organised in such way that it is ensured that all participants will understand and agree with the ideas generated for 
the case study projects. 
To wrap up the work done, theme co-ordinators and the hosts deliver summary comments in plenary.  
 
Reporting 
The host organisation produces a report, the content of which is in agreement with the III. this report highlights the 
results of the Implementation Lab. The host organisation disseminates the report in its region. It is recommended 
to organise a press conference is to present the results. 
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E  Photo collage 
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The International Intervision Institute is a product of many years of 

experience in the IFHP Working Party MILU, Multifunctional and Intensive Land Use 
(2000-2004) and the Interreg IIIc Operation MILUnet (2004-2007). MILUnet developed 
into a network of experts dedicated to the generation, collection, exchange and transfer 
of knowledge on the subject of multifunctional intensive land use as a means to realise 
more sustainable urban development in Europe. The members of MILUnet were 
European cities and leading European Research Institutions. 
 
The experiences showed that urban and regional planning professionals are usually 
closely involved with their own region or city and often miss an objective evaluation of 
their work. All the cities involved in the MILU projects greatly appreciated the added 
value of an impartial, non-competitive and professional appraisal of planning problems 
and potential solutions. 
 
After termination of the Interreg IIIc project, the initiators of MILU decided to continue 
working with the theoretical framework and the format of the Implementation Lab, that 
proved to be most productive for the solution of local development problems and for the 
implementation of strategies focused on multifunctionality, variety, differentiation and 
intensification. 
III is a new initiative, aimed at a continuation of the MILU experience, and at building 
further on the added value of past experiences of analysis in four continents, 20 
countries, and 30 specifically analyzed urban areas. 
 
The goal of the IIInstitute is to accelerate the development and acquisition of 
knowledge and competences for sustainable area development in:  
urban areas, such as city centres, neighbourhoods, industrial areas, docklands, 
waterfronts, urban networks and suburbs; 
rural areas, including urban/rural fringes, brownfield land, valuable cultural and 
historical land 
 
The overall aim is to increase sustainable spatial quality. To this end we work from the 
following principles:  
An integrated approach - through interdisciplinary working. 
Meeting social needs - by generating support and consolidating interests. 
Effectiveness - by interpreting and addressing the problems of each area in its own 
right. 
Upgrading and renewing policies and policy measures - through comparison and 
evaluation of problem definitions with best practices elsewhere. 
 
The added value provided by III consists of:  
Enhanced professional skills. 
A stronger elected administration and improved relations. 
Accelerated and improved processes. 
Optimized outcomes. 
Reduced risks  
Fresh insights and renewed working methods. 
A productive return on the use of resources. 
 

For more detailed information see www.iiinstitute.nl. 
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